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mona hassmiller and todd e. hoff provided an easy way to distinguish invalid
keys (what they call correct but invalid keys) from valid keys (what they call
valid but incorrect keys). their method proved to be very effective. one can

simply encrypt a long sequence of the random data and look at it. if the
resulting sequence of plaintext letters is a palindrome, then the key must be
correct and the plaintext will be in the right half of the space; otherwise, the
key is incorrect. in the article posted above, karoli talks about a provable key
length, but what she is really saying is a provable key space. the key space

can be thought of as the number of possible keys that it takes to have a
successful guess at the key. for example, if the key space is smaller than

2^256, then you can make a successful guess at the key; however, if the key
space is larger than 2^256, then there will be keys that will be outside the key

space that, when tested, will fail. both the provable key length and provable
key space refer to this fundamental property of encryption, and they are

complementary to each other. the key space is probably the first thing you
learn when first learning about encryption, and the provable key length is the
second thing. these properties are related, so they are related. we think the
distinction is important because the provable key space is equivalent to the
time it takes to brute force decrypt the key. let's say that you are looking to
crack the key for the key and plaintext above. you will take the plaintext and
hash it, and look up the hash in a rainbow table, which is a database of the
hash and the key. the database is indexed by key, so you don't need to look
up the hash in order to find the key. now, how long will it take? the time it

takes is roughly the size of the hash space, which is 2^32. this means that to
brute force decrypt the key, you must try (roughly) 2^32 keys.
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